How do I add lender addresses to Rapid requests?
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Symptom

- How do I add lender addresses to Rapid requests?

Applies to

- ILLiad

Resolution

1. Symbol
   - Follow this naming convention: Rapid:XXX e.g. Rapid:ABC
2. Library Name
3. Shipping Address
4. Odyssey Address: 129.82.28.195
   - This address will be the same for all Rapid libraries that do NOT have Odyssey.

2. Libraries with Odyssey—Add the following to the new Lender Address Record
   1. Symbol
      - Follow this naming convention: Rapid:XXX e.g. Rapid:ABC
   2. Library Name
   3. Shipping Address
   4. Odyssey Address: 129.82.28.195

Add the address provided by Rapid

For more information on